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CRS – Global migration reaching 68.5 million in 2017

BANGLADESH CRS and Caritas Bangladesh are supporting more than 263,000 Rohingya refugees.

UGANDA Refugees from South Sudan and the Democratic Republic of the Congo

DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO Refugees have returned to the greater Kasai region where resources are already strained
Partnership – CCUSA/ CRS/ MRS USCCB (JFI)
Leveraging Existing Networks, Programs and Systems

Launch – Week of Prayer and Action
110+ Dioceses Participating

World Refugee Day
Conferences and Conventions

National Migration Week
2018 and 2019

Also – JRS’ Simulations and CLINIC’s Posada Program

CRS Rice Bowl – 14,000+ Institutions focused on Migration

www.sharejourney.org
24,900 mile goal
4,000 miles walked

You have completed 15%
Servants of the Immaculate Heart of Mary

Camilla Hall
130 sisters
1,270 miles
Current totalizer – Pilgrimages in over 35 dioceses

124,500
mile goal:
five laps around the world

109,745
miles walked

You have completed 88%
Jeremy Cowart

- Named Most Influential Photographer on the Internet in 2014
- 2012 Monte Zucker "Humanitarian of the Year" Award
What do you fear most?

Being separated from my family.

D.N. REUTA
59
What frightened you the most in the refugee camp?

Being Beaten

- Tika Rai
Traveling photo exhibit on refugees launches in Fells Point Wednesday

THE BALTIMORE SUN

Mic Dispatch

How an Iraqi refugee and a Trump supporter became unlikely friends — and changed each other's minds

By Jake Horowitz | Nov. 13, 2018
Coffee and Virtual Reality
13 media placements, the Baltimore Sun, NBCBaltimore; NBC-Philadelphia, and CBS-Chicago

• Two national media placements: Buzzfeed and Mic.com

• A media reach of more than 25 million

• Social media reach of 1.8 million users and more than 399,000 engagements
For example, Maggie Anderson, a prolific Trump supporter who shared her views against refugees widely on social media, changed her stance and even her course of study after meeting Bnyad, an Iraqi refugee.

Maggie now plans to become an immigration lawyer. Bnyad was also positively surprised by his reaction to Maggie and has been sharing his experience with the campaign at various events around the country.

All other participants had similar reactions: surprised by their own misconceptions about each other.

The story of Maggie and Bnyad was so compelling, PBS’ Amanpour & Company aired a 16-minute interview segment with the two of them. The show also airs globally on CNN International, the most widely distributed news channel in the world, reaching over 354 million households.
TRANSFORMATIONS OF THE HEART

https://www.sharejourney.org/real-refugee-stories/

Officially ending in June 2019 for the US